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         Cash Premier League On Adda52 Cannot Be Missed

        Adda52′s Cash Premier League is a thrilling poker promotion that runs from 1st April to 30th April 2024. This promotion offers daily assured payouts of ₹4 Lakh, providing an exciting opportunity for poker players and enthusiasts to experience the thrill of the game like never before.

One of the key features of this promotion is the chance to earn weekly playoff tickets through daily leaderboards. These leaderboards are divided into different categories based on the stakes of the tables: Rookie, Advance, Elite, and Pro. Each category has its own daily assured payouts.

Rookie Leaderboard



The Rookie Leaderboard is for players who play on cash tables of 2/5. They can win from ₹10K daily assured prizes and secure a free ticket to the ₹1 Lakh GTD weekly playoff. This leaderboard will be active between 2nd to 30th April 2024

Payout structure:

[image: Cash Premier League On Adda52 Cannot Be Missed] Advance Leaderboard

The Advance Leaderboard is for players who play on stakes of 5/10 and 10/25. Grinders can win from ₹69K from this daily leaderboard and secure a ticket to the ₹1 Lakh GTD weekly playoff. The dates for this leaderboard are 1st to 30th April 2024.
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ALSO READ: DPT Returns With A Bang In May 2024



Elite Leaderboard



The Elite Leaderboard is for players who grind on tables of 25/50 and 50/100 between 1st to 30th April 2024. They can win from ₹1.23 Lakh prize pool. Furthermore, winning players can grab a ticket to the ₹2.5 Lakh GTD weekly playoff.
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Pro Leaderboard



Between 1st to 30th April 2024, players grinding on stakes of 100/200 and 200/500 will be eligible for the Pro Leaderboard. They can win from ₹1.88 Lakh daily assured leaderboard payouts and become eligible for the ₹2.5 Lakh GTD weekly playoff.

Adda52 has kept no limit on the number of entries a player can make. The more tickets you collect, the higher will be your chances of grabbing a bigger pie from the tournament prize pool.
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Weekly Playoffs



The weekly playoffs are exclusive tourneys which occur every Sunday. Players can get a ticket to the weekly playoff every time they clinch a paid spot on the daily leaderboards. Players can continuously finish in the money for a shot at the ₹3.5 Lakh weekly prize pool.

The weekly playoffs are exclusively for cash leaderboard qualifiers. Whenever a player achieves a paid spot on a leaderboard, they will receive a ticket in addition to their cash reward. These tickets can be used for re-entry into subsequent playoff tournaments.
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The Ultimate Rakeback



In addition to these amazing money-making opportunities, players can also maximise their winnings with a 40% rakeback on all blinds [Texas Hold’em and Pot-Limit Omaha (PLO) 4, PLO 5, PLO 6] throughout the month. This means that players can earn back a portion of the rake they have paid, further enhancing their potential earnings. To be eligible for the rakeback offer, you need to collect 10 Lakh Poker Game Point (PGP) in a given weekly cycle. Remember, ₹1 rake = 10 PGPs.
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Take a look at the percentage of rakeback given:

	20% Rakeback on 40 Lakh PGPs
	30% Rakeback on another 40 Lakh PGPs
	40% Rakeback on the remaining 20 Lakh PGPs


Weekly cycle:
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PGP Bucket and rakeback:
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Adda52’s Cash Premier League promotion offers a super lucrative opportunity for poker players to bump up their bankroll. With its impressive daily payouts, weekly playoffs, and generous rakeback offer, the latest promotion by Adda52.com cannot be missed for any reason. Sign up now on the Adda52 app!

For more news and updates, keep reading Gutshot Magazine or follow us on our social media handles. We are present on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Telegram.
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    Top 15 Poker Rooms
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			KKPoker

			First deposit bonus 
Offer: Up to $1,000 reward Register
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			WinZo Poker

			Daily Winnings Up To ₹40 Crore! 
Offer: Get ₹550 Joining Bonus For Free Register
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			A23 Poker

			Get Instant Cash Bonus Up To ₹1,500 
Offer: INSTANT1500 Register
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			BatBall11 Poker

			Sign-up with code GUTSHOT 
Offer: Get ₹50 FREE Register
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			Natural8 India

			Sign-up with Gutshot 
Offer: 200% bonus up to ₹81,000 on first deposit Register
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			JackPoker

			Sign-up with Gutshot 
Offer: Instant Cash Bonus Up To $3000* Register
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			Junglee Poker

			Sign-up and get bonus 
Offer: Up to ₹50,000* Register
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			22Bet Poker

			Register with Gutshot 
Offer: Get 100% Welcome Bonus up to ₹10,000 Register
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			First Games Poker

			Sign-up now 
Offer: Win up to ₹20,000 Welcome Bonus* Register
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			PlayerzPot Poker

			Sign-up using referral code: GUTSHOTT 
Offer: Get 100% bonus up to ₹10,000 on First Deposit Register
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			Big Cash Poker

			Sign-up with Gutshot 
Offer: Get ₹50 Instant Cash Sign-Up Bonus & Use 100% Cash Bonus Register
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			Pokerbet

			Use code GUTSHOT to sign-up 
Offer: Exclusive $25 Bonus On First Deposit Register
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			GetMega Poker

			Sign-up with code GUTSHOT 
Offer: Deposit ₹100 and get ₹600 cashback (₹200 instant) Register
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			WPT Global 

			WPT World Championship - Qualify with $5 
Offer: 100% Welcome Bonus up to $1,200 Register
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			MyTeamPoker

			Sign-up now and get ₹100 
Offer: Get rake-back on all tables Register
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                Want to share your thoughts about poker?

                Then click the button to submit your article.
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Tweets by TwitterDev
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                About Gutshot
			Welcome to the Gutshot Magazine website. Gutshot is a poker, sports and lifestyle magazine (with print and digital editions) that showcases news and information about the sport of poker (both live and online), tournament information and coverage, poker strategy, poker blogs as well lifestyle articles on health, movies and music. We also bring you news about various real money gaming along with coverage from other sports like cricket, football, Formula 1 and others.
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